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ABSTRACT 
Let A be an n X n complex matrix. For a suitable subspace ‘!JlL of C” the Schur 
compression A, and the (generalized) Schur complement A/% are defined. If A is 
written in the form 
according to the decomposition C” = 9R @ 3nL and if B is invertible, then 
1 
and A,, = 
0 0 
0 1 T-SB-t . 
The commutativity rule for Schur complements is proved: 
(A/d/s = (A/d/w 
This unifies Crabtree and Haynsworth’s quotient formula for (classical) Schur com- 
plements and Anderson’s commutativity rule for shorted operators. Further, the 
absorption rule for Schur compressions is proved: 
(A,), = (A%)% = As whenever 9lL L 97,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years it has been recognized that analysis with Schur comple- 
ments is quite powerful in many branches of mathematics; this can be seen 
in a nice survey article by Cattle [4]. 
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In this paper we develop a unified approach to Schur complements. Our 
standpoint is that a subspace ?JR of C” gives rise to two mappings AHA, 
and AHA,, in the space of all n x n matrices. The matrices A, and A,, 
will be called the Schur compression and (generalized) Schur complement, 
respectively. 
In Sec. 2 we give exact definitions of Schur compressions and comple- 
ments, and explain how these are related to (classical) Schur complements as 
well as to shorted operators of Anderson [ 11. Given a matrix A and a 
subspace ?JR, the matrices A, and A,, are not always defined. It is 
possible only when A is 9lLcornplementuble. In Theorem 1 we characterize 
those matrices which are 9R-complementable for every subspace ?JlL. 
Section 3 is the main part of this paper. In Theorems 3 and 4 we establish 
the commutativity formula for Schur complements: 
&TL),97” = bQ&iz = +3lL+aP 
When A is positive semidefinite, this formula reduces to a certain formula 
for shorted operators by Anderson [l]. When % c %, the commutativity 
formula reduces to Crabtree and Haynsworth’s quotient formula [5] for 
(classical) Schur complements. In Theorem 5 we establish the following 
absorption rule for Schur compressions: 
(A%)% = (A%)% = A, whenever 6X, c %. 
Throughout the paper, n is a fixed positive integer and C” is the space of 
all n-column vectors. A matrix is always an n X n complex matrix, while a 
subspace means a linear subspace of C”. The identity matrix is denoted by 1. 
For a subspace 97, the matrix realizing the urthoprojection form C” to % is 
denoted by I, 
2. SCHUR COMPRESSIONS AND SCHUR COMPLEMENTS 
Let A be a matrix, and 9R a subspace. A is said to be 9TL-compkment- 
able if there are matrices M, and Ml which satisfies the following conditions: 
blLW = M, and MIZ, = Ml, (1) 
and 
Z-AM, = Z%A and M,AZ, = AZ,, (2) 
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For brevity, a quartet (TR,A,M,,M,) of a subspace and three matrices is said 
to be admissible if (1) and (2) are satisfied. 
When A is %-complementable, there may be many admissible quartets 
with the same % and A. But the matrix products AM, and M,A for any 
admissible quartet (%,A, M,, Ml) depend only on % and A. This follows 
from the identity 
AM, = M,AM, = M,A, 
which is a consequence of (1) and (2): 
AM, = AI-MT = M,AZ,M, = M,AM,, 
and similarly 
M,A = M,AM,. 
For if both j_nt,A,M,,M,) a?d (%,A,%?,,i’&) are admissible quartets, so are 
(=,A,M,,M,) and (=,A,M,,M,). 
Suppose that A is TIL-complementable, and take an admissible quartet 
(%,A, M,., Ml). Let us define the Schur compression A, of A to !nL and the 
(generalized) Schur compbment A,, with respect to %, respectively, by 
A,:= AM, and A,%:= A -A, 
Then the foregoing discussions show that the Schur compression and the 
Schur complement are determined by 315. and A alone, and that the 
following identities hold: 
A, = AM, = M,A = M,AM,, (3) 
and 
A,, = A(Z-MJ = (I- M,)A = (I-M,)A(FM,) (4 
for any admissible quartet (%,A, M,, Ml). 
In order to justify the terminology “Schur complement,” consider the 
block partition of a matrix 
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corresponding to an orthogonal decomposition 
C” = C”I @ C”p with ni + n2 = n, 
where B and T are nl X nl and n2 X nz matrices, respectively while C and S 
are n, x n, and n, X nl matrices, respectively. If B is invertible, let 
M,:=[ 0’ B,,] and Ml:=[ SBI-I 001. 
With %: = C”l@ {0}, it is easy to see that (1) and (2) are satisfied, and 
hence A is 9R-complementable. The Schur compression A, and the Schur 
complement A,, are given in this case by 
A,= 
B C 
S SB-‘B 1 and A,,= 0 0 0 1 T-SB-lC ’
respectively. In matrix theory T - SB - ‘C is called the Schur complement of 
the matrix B in A and denoted by (A/B) (see [4] and [5]). Remark that the 
Schur complement in this classical sense is a matrix of lower order, while the 
Schur complement in our sense is always a matrix of order n. 
The observation in the above will show that for any subspace 9R the 
Schur compression of the identity matrix I is the orthoprojection to 92,. This 
will justify the use of I, for the orthoprojection to Gxc. 
The other kind of generalization of Schur complement was introduced by 
Carlson, Haynsworth and Markham [3] in terms of the Moore-Penrose 
inverse. For a positive semidefinite matrix A and a subspace ??lL, Anderson 
[l] defined the shorted operator A,. This matrix is not our Schur compres- 
sion A, but the Schur complement A,sL. When translated with our 
terminology, a result of Anderson [l] (cf. [2]) says that a positive semidefinite 
matrix is %-complementable for every subspace 9R. 
The next theorem will reveal the role of positive semidefiniteness in this 
connection. 
THEOREM 1. For a matrix A the following conditions are mutually 
equivalent: 
(a) A is 9R-complementable for every subspace ‘3lL. 
(?I) A is %-complementable fn- every one dimetkonal subspace ‘XL. 
(c) r*Ax=O implies Ar=O. 
(d) The field of values 
W(A):= {x*Ar:x*x=l} 
is included in a sector with vertex 0 and angle <r. 
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Proof. (a)+(b) is trivial. Suppose (b) is satisfied, and x*Ax=O for some 
x #O. Let % be the one-dimensional subspace spanned by X. Since A is 
Em-complementable by assumption, there are matrices M, and Ml, satisfying 
(1) and (2). Remark that the assumption x*Ax=O means 
ZorAZ, = 0. 
Therefore by (1) and (2) 
AZ, = MlAZ3, = M,Z%AZ,, = 0, 
which implies obviously Ax=O. This proves (b)+(c). 
Suppose (c) is satisfied. First of all this implies ker (A*) z ker(A), hence 
by dimension consideration, ker (A *) = ker (A). Therefore the set 
%:= {x:x*Ar=O) 
coincides with ker(A*) as well as ker(A). Consider the set of complex 
numbers 
V:= { y*Ay:y*y=land yE!?}. 
Since V is convex and closed by the Hausdorff-Toeplitz theorem (see [7, p. 
1951) and does not contain the origin, it must be included in a sector with 
vertex 0 and angle <rr. Given a vector z with z*z = 1, consider the 
orthogonal decomposition z = x + y with x E % and y E %l. Since Ax = x*A 
=0 as remarked above, we have 
PAZ = y*Ay. 
Therefore z*Az is contained in the sector that includes V. This proves 
(c)=+(d). 
Suppose next that (d) is satisfied. To see (c), by multiplying A with a 
suitable scalar, we may assume that 
W(A) C {t: )arg[l <S} for some 0 < 0 < n/2. (5) 
Let 
A = B + iC, 
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B:= 1 z(A+A*) and C:= &A-A*). 
Then by (5) both B and tane B + C are positive semidefinite. Take x with 
x*Ax=O. Then since 
x*Bx = x*cx = 0, 
the Schwartz inequality with respect to the quadratic forms induced by the 
positive semidefinite matrices B and tan0 B + C will show Ax = 0. This 
proves (d)*(c). 
Finally let us prove (c)*(a). Remark that, as shown in the proof of 
(c)*(d), condition (c) implies that 
x*Ax = 0 if and only if Ax = x*A = 0. (6) 
Now take any subspace %. In order to see the existence of matrices M, and 
M, satisfying (1) and (2), it suffices to show that for each x E C” there are y 
and z E C” such that 
Z,Ax= Z9TlAZcnLY (7) 
x*AZ,= z*Z,Al, (8) 
By Fredholm’s alternative theorem (see [7, p. 49]), (7), for instance, says that 
u*Z%Ax = 0 whenever u*ZsAIx = 0. 
But this last assertion follows from (6), because u*Z%AZ,= 0 implies u*Z%A 
-0. Analogously (8) is proved. This completes the proof of (c)=+(a). = 
REMARK 1. The equivalence of (c) and (d) in Theorem 1 is pointed out 
also in a recent paper of Duffin and Morley [6], in which a matrix satisfying 
condition (c) is called almost definite. 
REMARK 2. It is not difficult to see that if a matrix A satisfies condition 
(c) in Theorem 1, the Schur complement A,,, restricted to 31t, coincides 
with the generalized Schur complement of Carlson, Haynsworth and Mark- 
ham [3]. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A be a Herrnitian matrix, and %. a subspace. If A is 
9lkomplementuble, then there is a subspace 92 such that A is Tkxmple- 
mentable and 
A,= A,, and A,,= A, 
Proof. If a matrix M, satisfies 
ZaMr = M, and Z,AM, = Z,A, 
then by the Hermitian property of A 
M,TZ, = M,? and M,?AZ = AZ,, 
Therefore, with Ml : = M,!, (92 ,A, M,., MJ becomes an admissible quartet. 
Let 
Then obviously 
%:= {x-Mrx:x~C”}. 
Z,(Z- M,) = Z - M, and (I- M,)z, = Z - Ml. 
We claim that 
Z%A(z- M,) = Z,A and (z-MJAz, = AZ% 
The first identity is equivalent to 
y*A(z- M,)x = y*Ax for XEC~ and YE’%, 
or 
(I-M,)*A(I-MJ = (I- M,)*A. 
This last identity follows from (4) and M: = Ml. Analogously the second 
identity in the claim is proved. Therefore (%, A, Z - M,, Z - Ml) is an admissi- 
ble quartet, and by (3) and (4) 
A, = A(z- M,) = A,, 
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and similarly 
A /n.=&w 
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3. COMMUTATIVITY OF SCHUR COMPLEMENTATIONS 
Expressed in our notation, Anderson [l, Corollary 21 showed that if A is 
positive semidefinite, then for any subspace 9R and GJ 
&&Jt = @,&3lL = A/(%+%t)* 
His proof is based on a characterization of Schur complements of a positive 
semidefinite matrix: if A is positive semidefinite, then the Schur complement 
A,, is the maximum of all positive semidefinite matrices B such that A >B 
and BZ, = 0, where the order relation S > T for Hermitian S and T means the 
positive semidefiniteness of S - T. 
We shall establish Anderson’s commutativity formula without any 
assumption on A. Our results will turn out to be a generalization of Crabtree 
and Haynsworth’s quotient formula [5] (cf. [8]) for classical Schur comple- 
ments as well. A commutativity rule for Schur compressions will be also 
discussed. 
THEOREM 3. Let A be a rnutrix, and %, 92 subspaces. Zf A is %kxnn- 
plementable, and if A,, is %-complementable, then A is (5X + %)- 
complementable and 
A /w+w = b+llL),, 
Proof. Take admissible quartets (%,A,M,,M,) and (%,A,,N,,N,). 
Let 
L ,:= M,+ N,- M,N, 
and 
&:= M, + Nl - N,M,. 
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With 
c:=Em+?X, 
we claim that (J?,A,L,,LJ is an admissible quartet. First (1) for M’s and N’s 
implies 
ZeL, = L, and &,I, = Ll. 
Next by (2) and (4) 
A - &R),% = A - A(Z- M,)(Z-N,) = AL,, 
and similarly 
A - k$,),, = &A. 
Therefore to see (2) for the quartet (C,A, L,,ZJ, it suffices to show 
(9) 
Since 
(A,,),, = (Z-Y&L = (I-N,)(I-M,)A, 
(2) implies 
P,9R),T&R =bQ&d% = 0. 
Analogously (2) implies 
&JIL* (A,,),, = 4x. (A,,),, = 0. 
Now (9) follows from the fact that C is the sum of 5% and %. Thus A is 
(‘5X, + %)-complementable and 
A/piz+a, = A - AL, = (A,,),, n 
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THEOREM 4. Let A be a matrix, and 9R_., % subspaces. If A is %-corn- 
plemmtabk and, at the same time, (9R + %)-complementuble, then A,, is 
%cinnplernentabk and 
(+&TL = A/PL+W 
Proof On the basis of Theorem 3 it remains only to show the ‘X-corn- 
plementability of A,, Since 9Z and % @( 9lL n 5%) are linearly indepen- 
dent, there is a matrix P such that 
PI, = z&‘zame(m,,nER) = 0 and I&’ = P. (10) 
Let 
c:= %+5x, 
and take admissible quartets (“m, A, M,, MJ and (!I?, A, L,, 4). Define 
matrices N, and N[ by 
N,:=P& and Nl:=L,P*. 
Then obviously by (10) 
Z%N, = N, and N,Z%= NV 
Since (10) implies 
(P- z)z,= Z,(P- z)ze, 
it follows from (1) for L, that 
N,=PZ,L,=z,(P-Z)L,+L,. 
Then since %, 97, c l?, by (1) (2), and (4) 
(11) 
Z,(A,,)N,=Z,(A,,)I,(P-Z)L,+Z,(A,,)L, 
= Z,(A,,)L,= Z,(z- MJAL, 
= z&Z- M,)Z,AL,= Z&Z- M,)z&= z&A,,). 
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Analogously 
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Thus (11) and (12) show the GJC-complementability of A,,, n 
Combination of these two theorems yields the commutativity formula for 
Schur complements. 
C0R0LLAnY 5. Zf A is EJlLcomplementabk and, at the same time, 
%-complementable, then 
k+&z= b+JL),, 
in the sense that if either side bus meaning then the other has also meaning 
and the two coincide. 
Let us check how Crabtree and Haynsworth’s quotient formula [5] for 
classical Schur complements is related to our result. When translated into 
our terminology, the quotient formula says that if % c % and A is 9lL-com- 
plementable and, at the same time, %-complementable, then A,, is 
%-complementable, Z,AZn. is %-complementable, and the following iden- 
tities hold: 
P,Az%),%= b&JRP, (13) 
and 
&&3L=A,, (14 
Since % c % by assumption, (14) is a special case of Theorem 4. To see 
(13), take an admissible quartet (%,A,M,,M,). Since ?R C%, by (1) and (2) 
ZsAZxM,ZE, = ZaAMrZE, = Z%AZ, 
and similarly 
Z,M,ZxAZs = ZsAZm 
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which shows that (%, Z,AZn, M,ZmZI,M,) is an admissible quartet. Now 
(13) follows immediately from (4): 
&v%~),, = h%(Z- W&d 
= Z%A(Z- M,)Z, = Z.&A&Z, 
In connection with Corollary 5, it might be expected that a commutativ- 
ity formula holds also for Schur compressions, that is, 
But this is not the case even when A is positive definite and Ior, commutes 
with Zfl, For instance, let, with n = 2, 
and 
%:= [(@z) and %:= (( ;):&C). 
Then 
A commutativity formula for Schur compressions can be established 
when a subspace 9R is included in another GSL; the following absorption 
formula holds: 
THEOREMS. Let % c 92,. Zf a matrix A is %-complementable and, at 
the same time, GJL-complementable, then An. is 9l&xwnpl.ementuble, A, is 
%-complementable, and 
&&IL = &n& = A, 
Proof. Take admissible quartets (%,A,M,.,M,) and (%,A,N,,NJ. Then 
since %R. c %, by (1) and (3) 
A%Mr = N,AZ,M, = AZSMr = A, 
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M,A, = A,. 
Then 
Z%A,M, = IsAm = Z%A 
= Z,Z,A = ZxZxAa = Z-An, 
and simiktrly 
M,A,Z, = A%Zw 
Therefore (%,A, M,, MJ is an admissible quartet and 
(A,), = A,M, = ALnL. 
Further (%,A, M,, Ml) is an admissible quartet, and 
(&nJ, = A, 
In fact, since ?JR C %, 
ZnM, = M, and M,Z, = M,, 
ami by (3) 
AaMr = A, = M,A, n 
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